OVERCOMING
INDUSTRIALIZATION
CHALLENGES IN BIOTECH
AlgaeMor Scaling Up to Commercial Production
ABSTRACT
The biotech industry is littered with examples of businesses that showed
great promise with lab scale technology but failed to overcome the
challenges of industrialization. Whether the process is related to fish
farming, water treatment, pharmaceuticals or food supplements, biotech
companies all struggle with similar issues.
When AlgaeMor needed to increase Spirulina production to commercial scale, it was tough going.
Co-founder Baruch Dach spent 3 frustrating and expensive months working with automation
engineers, trying to define and implement a process control strategy—and falling short.
And then, Baruch discovered WonderLogix. What he was unable to achieve in three months of
contracted engineering time, he accomplished in 8 hours, in-house.

THE PROBLEM OF BIOTECH AUTOMATION
Life scientists develop their processes through a combination of scientific research, systematic
methods, and trial and error. Batches are produced under their direct manual control as they refine
their process and make notes in handwritten notebooks. But, to move to an industrialized process at a
commercially viable scale requires automation.
Converting a manual operation captured in notes and thoughts in the form of a Functional Design
Specification is often a bridge too far for life scientists. On the other hand, control engineers lack the
foundational understanding of biological processes to apply their systems knowledge to the problem.
On top of this gap between scientists and engineers, biotech companies lose control of their process
when implementing automation. Only third-party engineers can make changes to the automation
system, and even then, only the commissioning engineers actually understand the original
programming logic. As automation engineers move from one project to another across biotech
companies, there is a real danger of Intellectual Property being compromised as they apply lessons
learned on one site to a process on another site.
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AlgaeMor’s automation experience
AlgaeMor is a biotech company that was struggling to increase its Spirulina production to commercial
scale. Spirulina first came to market as a dry powder, but it was soon migrated to pills due to its poor
taste and smell characteristics. However, AlgaeMor developed an innovative process to freeze
Spirulina as soon as it is harvested. This fresh product has much better nutritional value, since it's not
heated and dried, but the process is challenging. It needs specialized equipment like low shear
equipment and blast freezers. At the same time, the product is highly sensitive, and the process must
be very clean and fast. AlgaeMor founder Baruch Dach spent three months with automation engineers
trying to define and implement a process control strategy with many frustrations and high costs
before he discovered the WonderLogix platform.

THE SOLUTION
How WonderLogix works
The WonderLogix platform is based on object-oriented design principles. The intuitive platform can
be used by life scientists themselves with limited training. The user defines components of the system,
which could be physical or logical functions. Components can be grouped into classes so that
properties can be modified for a whole class with a single change. Inputs and outputs are also
specified. Once the components are defined and placed in the model, users specify the logical
relationships between the components using plain English. The model is built up in this way until the
entire process is defined through components and statements.

AlgaeMor takes control of its control systems
WonderLogix gave AlgaeMor life scientists complete control so they could make changes instantly as
required to their process criteria: environmental conditions, water quality, contaminating agents and
strain specific constraints. AlgaeMor used WonderLogix to model the harvesting operation of its
Spirulina production process. It has two production sites in remote locations, both of which are
controlled from the central headquarters. What AlgaeMor was unable to achieve in three months of
engineering time before, it now accomplished in only eight hours.
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The benefits of independence
Another distinct advantage of the WonderLogix platform is the automatically generated
documentation. Handwritten notes and human memory give way to a systematic design document
that captures the entire process. Not only is this essential for change control, but it also serves as an
engineering-grade production manual and record of Intellectual Property. It shows feasibility, giving
investors a sense of confidence in the road map of the technology and the production scale. Once the
WonderLogix model is signed off, it generates PLC code automatically. At no stage are life scientists
dependent on third party engineers for the design or programming of their automation process, or
modifications once it is online.

CONCLUSION
AlgaeMor currently produces frozen Spirulina at a commercial scale, including exports to the US and
UK and expansion into Asia. However, AlgaeMor is not yet at maximum productivity.
Once the harvesting process is optimized, the company plans to extend its use of WonderLogix to
other production areas. An expansion project of this complexity could cost upwards of $100,000 for
specialized automation engineering design and coding. Instead, the project budget is a mere 20% of
this estimate—the price of a WonderLogix subscription. Shorter time-to-market is also a huge
consideration. While the external engineering project would have taken around 9 months, in-house
completion time, using WonderLogix, should be about five weeks.
AlgaeMor anticipates a step change in the development of their process in terms of speed,
optimization and scale of production. Baruch Dach states, “WonderLogix is a game changer in the
biotech industry. It enables biotech companies to scale up their lab processes to commercial
production volumes. The key benefit of this automation technology is that it gives scientists control
over their own process saving time and engineering costs and making industrialization possible.”
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